
Mutual Assessment

This form is NOT to be submitted.  It is to illustrate what characteristics 
make a good team.  Our peer evaluation is much simpler.  

Name                                                                               Team                                                               

(I)  Team Member Ratings
        Answer each of these items for all team members (including yourself).

(1) How familiar are you with each team member's contribution? 
You should be very familiar with your own contributions! 

Team-mate:  Myself
very somewhat a bit no real
familiar familiar familiar idea 

Team-mate:                                        
very somewhat a bit no real
familiar familiar familiar idea 
. . .

(2) Attendance at meetings: 

Team-mate:  Myself
always usually sometimes rarely 
attends attends attends shows up 

Team-mate:                                        
always usually sometimes rarely 
attends attends attends shows up 
. . .

(3) Punctuality at meetings: 

Team-mate:  Myself
always usually sometimes rarely
on time on time on time on time
 
Team-mate:                                        
always usually sometimes rarely
on time on time on time on time
. . .

(4) Responsibility if missing an event 
(e.g. if missed one or more team or class meetings, was it for good reason(s)? After missing, do they check to see 
what happened? If they never missed an event, then mark "very responsible") 

Team-mate:   Myself
very somewhat somewhat very
responsible responsible irresponsible irresponsible

Team-mate:                                        
very somewhat somewhat very
responsible responsible irresponsible irresponsible
. . .

 

(5) Attitude toward project and achieving a good result: 
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Team-mate:   Myself
dedicated to    works hard      does the does less
excellent    toward good     minimum than needed 
results         results necessary

Team-mate:                                        
dedicated to    works hard      does the does less
excellent    toward good     minimum than needed 
results         results necessary
. . .

(6) Attitude toward team and teammates: 
 
Team-mate:   Myself
excellent good poor negative
 attitude attitude attitude attitude
 
Team-mate:                                        
excellent good poor negative
 attitude attitude attitude attitude
. . .

(7) Willingness to take on work: 

Team-mate:   Myself
enthusiastic generally sometimes generally
cooperation cooperative cooperative negative 

Team-mate:                                        
enthusiastic generally sometimes generally
cooperation cooperative cooperative negative 
. . .

(8) Ability to meet deadlines: 

Team-mate:   Myself
always meets usually meets sometimes meets rarely meets
or beats or beats or beats or beats

Team-mate:                                        
always meets usually meets sometimes meets rarely meets
or beats or beats or beats or beats
. . .

(9) Efforts to share work and contribute as "part of the team": 

Team-mate:   Myself

 always works usually works sometimes works avoids working
well with others well with others well with others with others

Team-mate:                                        
 always works usually works sometimes works avoids working

well with others well with others well with others with others
. . .

(10) Quality of work contributed by each team member: 

Team-mate:   Myself
consistently usually generally meets seldom meets
high quality high quality expectations expectations

Team-mate:                                        
 consistently usually generally meets seldom meets

high quality high quality expectations expectations
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. . .

  
(11)  Communication during meetings and team discussions: 

Team-mate:  Myself
productive, positive adequate little mostly negative
communicator communicator contribution communication

Team-mate:                                        
productive, positive adequate little mostly negative
communicator communicator contribution communication

. . .

(12)  Communication via electronic means (email, Blackboard): 

Team-mate:  Myself
productive, positive adequate little mostly negative
communicator communicator contribution communication

Team-mate:                                        
productive, positive adequate little mostly negative
communicator communicator contribution communication

 . . . 

(13)  How well did each person meet the team's positive expectations? 

Team-mate:  Myself
far more than a bit more about what      a disappointment
was expected than expected was expected
 
Team-mate:                                        
far more than a bit more about what      a disappointment
was expected than expected was expected

 . . . 
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(II) Recognition of Contributions

Technical Contributions:
Distribute 100 units of something desirable across your team (including yourself) in proportion to each person's 
overall contribution and effort on the technical aspects of this project. 

Myself:                                               

Team-mate:                                        

Team-mate:                                        

Team-mate:                                        

. . . 

                              

=  100

Non-Technical Contributions:
Distribute another 100 units of something desirable across your team (including yourself) in proportion to each 
person's overall contribution and effort on non-technical aspects of this project. 

Myself:                                               

Team-mate:                                        

Team-mate:                                        

Team-mate:                                        

. . . 

                              

=  100

  
Comments, if any, about recognition of contributions: 
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(III) Comments on Team-Members
Comments must be complete and informative. Write comments about each member, including yourself. 

Team-Member:   Myself
  
Contributions to the project work: 

  

Describe the quality of this member's work. 

Describe this team-member’s attitude toward work on the team and the end product:  

Describe this student’s strengths and weaknesses, as well as any mitigating factors related to their work for 
this team. 

 
How would the final outcome be different or lacking if this team-member had not been on your team? 
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(III) Comments on Team-Members

Team-Member:   
  
Contributions to the project work: 

  

Describe the quality of this member's work. 

Describe this team-member’s attitude toward work on the team and the end product:  

Describe this student’s strengths and weaknesses, as well as any mitigating factors related to their work for 
this team. 

 
How would the final outcome be different or lacking if this team-member had not been on your team? 

. . .
 
 

(IV) Comments on Group Process

  
(1) Quality of my team's deliverables: 

consistently generally sometimes seldom met
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high quality good quality good quality expectations

(2) Frequency of team meetings: 

 far too often more often a bit less than far too rarely 
than needed needed       

(3) Usefulness and effectiveness of meetings: 

always very often sometimes mostly wasted 
useful  useful  useful  time

  

(4) Effective use of other communication tools (email, Blackboard, etc.): 

used often generally sometimes used N/A
and effectively used effectively used effectively poorly

(5) Team's ability to meet deadlines: 

always met usually met sometimes met rarely met
or beat or beat or beat or beat

(6)  How well has your team met the hopes and expectations you had for it? 

 
everything I most of what some of what very little of 
expected and more I expected I expected what I expected

General Comments on your Group Process Throughout the Term?
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